FORMERLY “DEALER ONLY” PARTS
NEW TO THE HEAVY DUTY AFTERMARKET

LED Headlight Assembly
LINE EXTENSION 40 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Holds exhaust components together
- Constructed of stainless steel for corrosion resistance and long service life
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust, corrosion, exhaust leaks and repeated removal can deform clamps

888-5229
International ProStar 2019-07
OE Numbers: 4029315C91, 4029315C92, 4029315C93, 4029315C94

Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) Sensors
LINE EXTENSION OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Direct replacement NOx sensor matches the function and performance of the original sensor on specified vehicles
- Properly repairs nitrogen oxide detection to comply with emissions regulations

FAILURE MODE:
- Original sensor fails due to debris and contamination, resulting in illumination of the check engine light and vehicle going into engine derate

904-6001
Cummins ISX 15 2012-11
OE Numbers: 4326867

Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Clamps
LINE EXTENSION OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Holds exhaust components together
- Constructed of stainless steel for corrosion resistance and long service life
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust, corrosion, exhaust leaks and repeated removal can deform clamps

674-7025
Detroit Diesel DD13, DD15 2020-09
OE Numbers: A0019959802

Exhaust Clamps
LINE EXTENSION

- Holds exhaust components together
- Constructed of stainless steel for corrosion resistance and long service life
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit
- Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit

FAILURE MODE:
- Rust, corrosion, exhaust leaks and repeated removal can deform clamps

674-7030
Volvo 2020-89
OE Numbers: 21060426

Radiator Fan Blade
LINE EXTENSION

- Vehicle-specific application is engineered for a perfect fit and functions like the original equipment fan blade
- Manufactured from premium materials for a longer service life
- Direct replacement restores proper cooling system operation

FAILURE MODE:
- Original plastic blade becomes brittle and break over time or puncture in radiator from fan blade impact

621-3400
Mack CV 2008-05
OE Numbers: 2MH368, 3912:992660251

Engine Timing Cover Gasket Set
LINE EXTENSION

- Matches the original equipment gaskets to reliably seal the timing cover
- Included in this timing cover gasket set are made quality rubber to resist damage from exposure to high temperatures and engine oil

FAILURE MODE:
- Original gasket material degrades over time, oil leaks

635-5003
International DT466, DT530 2005-97
OE Numbers: 1824984C95
Exhaust Backpressure Sensor  
LINE EXTENSION

- Monitors exhaust gas pressure in the exhaust system
- Designed to match the factory-style electrical connector for a plug-and-play installation
- Quality tested to ensure a quality fit and reliable performance

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive heat and vibration, clogged with soot, poor drivability and illumination of the check engine light

904-7163  
Cummins ISB 6.7 2020-08  
OE Numbers: 4903479, 4955125, 68002442AA

Fog Light Assembly  
LINE EXTENSION

- DOT compliant to ensure quality standards and safety
- Durable high-grade plastic protects against weather and road conditions
- Built to match the original dimensions for proper fit

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Collision damage, lens cracked or faded, water intrusion and corrosion

888-5232  
International LT625 2018  
OE Numbers: 4079807C91

Vehicle-Mounted Work Light  
LINE EXTENSION

- Replacement matches the fit and function of the original equipment light unit to restore safety and comfort
- Durable construction manufactured to strict standards using sturdy, safe materials

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Water intrusion, moisture damage. Corrosion, intermittent light

888-5235  
International 2018-12  
OE Numbers: 3625758C1

Manual Transmission Reverse Switch  
LINE EXTENSION

- Direct replacement manual transmission reverse light switch matches the fit and function of the original equipment switch
- Durable construction manufactured to strict standards using sturdy, safe materials

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original switched wears out, reverse lights working intermittently

904-7786  
OE Numbers: 25065761, 4302748, 64MT2115M

Hood Restraint Cables  
LINE EXTENSION  
OVER 15 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Direct replacement hood cable matches the fit and function of the original equipment cable
- Made of quality materials for reliable performance and durability
- Cable attaches to the vehicle's existing mounting hardware for easy installation
- Cable attaches to the vehicle's existing mounting hardware for easy installation

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Wear and tear, stretched or snapped hood cable

924-5116  
International 3000, 3800, 4700, 4800, 4900, CE Commercial, CE Bus 2004-82  
OE Numbers: 1669283C1, 1677457-C1

Air Tanks  
LINE EXTENSION  
OVER 20 SKUS AVAILABLE

- Unlike universal tank alternatives, designed with application specific port locations
- Finished with an interior and exterior powder coating to prevent corrosion
- Three tank types available - supply/wet, primary and secondary

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive rust and corrosion and damage from collision

924-5810  
International 4300, 4400, 5500, 5600, CE Commercial, CE School Bus 2020-86  
OE Numbers: 3553372C92

ALSO AVAILABLE:
- 924-5812: International 2018-96
- 924-5814: International ProStar 2018-07
- 924-5816: International 2019-90
- 924-5817: IC 2014-05, IC Corporation 2020-00, International 2019-90
- 924-5830: Peterbilt 330 2005-95
- 924-5831: Peterbilt 330 2005-95

924-5812:
924-5814:
924-5816:
924-5817:
924-5830:
924-5831:

Think It’s Dealer Only?  Check Dorman First!  |  www.DormanHDSolutions.com